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CHAPTER 8

Goods in Process

As we use the term, 'goods in process' refer to the inventories a
manufacturer considers to be 'in process' from the viewpoint of
his own activities. That is, they are goods the manufacturer who
owns them has processed in some fashion but has not yet put into
the form in which his goods are finally sold. They are to be dis-
tinguished, on the one hand, from materials purchased from
others but which a manufacturer has not yet manipulated and,
on the other hand, from finished goods ready for sale to other
manufacturers, distributors, or final consumers. As we have just
seen, goods in process account on the average for about 20 per-
cent of manufacturers' total stocks.

i Conformity to Output Cycles
It is characteristic of goods in process that the mechanics of the
production process make for a fairly close tie between their vol-
ume and the rate of production. In many industries the connec-
tion is quite rigid. In leather tanning, for example, hides must
remain in the tanning liquid for a certain fairly definite period.
Hence to sustain a certain rate of production of tanned hides, a
certain number of hides must be kept in process. The chemical
and petroleum refining industries are similar. In the steel indus-
try, as carried on by the large integrated corporations, the econ-
omy of keeping metal hot requires that the process from pig
iron to finished rolled steel be continuous. The output of steel de-
pends upon the quantity of metal going through this whole pro-
duction process. Again, in the canning of fruits and vegetables,the final packing must immediately follow its preparation. Moreobvious illustrations are afforded by one-process industries suchas textile fiber spinning or flour milling. Only when more cotton



is being spun or more gain milled can production in these indus-
tries increase. In other industries technical considerations may
be less demanding; nonetheless, there may be no convenient form
in which to hold goods between the raw and finished stages.
Thus, in clothing manufacture, once the cloth has been cut,
there is no point in keeping the garments unassembled. Goods
in process and rate of production tend to go hand in hand.

The chief exceptions occur among industries that combine the
operations of making and assembling parts into a finished prod-
uct. Among the nonferrous metals too there are stocks of partly
refined ores which may be drawn down when the production of
refined metal is to be enlarged. The same is true of cement mak-
ing. In such industries a stock of parts or of semifinished goods
may be kept 'between stages'. When a higher rate of production
is desired, this stock may be reduced while the quantity of goods
'within' the various stages, that is, being made into parts and
assembled into finished goods, increases. In such cases, therefore,
it is not strictly necessary for goods in process as a whole to rise
when production rises. Of course, even when it is technically
possible to keep such a 'surplus' stock of semifabricated goods 'be-
tween stages' it will not always be done. Many of the goods, even
at an early stage of fabrication, may not be of a sort that can be
carried over from one year to the next. In manufacturing auto-
mobiles whose models change from year to year, parts that do
not often change may be stocked but other parts must be made
as required.1 Again, some parts are bulky and, therefore, uneco-
nomic to store and to handle more often than necessary.

Moreover, even when a stock of partly fabricated goods is
drawn down as the rate of production rises, the total stock of
goods in process may still rise. It will do so if the rate of increase
in the value of the goods 'within stages' exceeds the rate of fall
in the value of the 'surplus' stock 'between stages'. And even in
industries in which the stock of goods in process as a whole falls
in such circumstances, it will hardly do so at the same rate as it
rises in industries that do not keep any 'surplus' stocks of partly

'Parts that change from model to model may still be earned for a long time
for sale as replacements. Such inventories, however, are properly classified as
'finished' goods.
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fabricated goods. For in the former the drop in stocks 'between
stages' will be offset by the increase in the volume of parts and
other materials 'within stages'. In the latter there is no offset to
the increase of goods in process.

Thus the presence of industries that can store partly fabricated
stocks seems to put merely a minor qualification on the statement
that stocks of goods in process rise with output. Industries in which
this relation is not technically necessary are, as we shall see, prob-
ably not more than half the total. And when it is not technically
necessary that goods in process move together with production,
they will still do so when surplus stocks of partly finished goods
'between stages' are unimportant or, if important, when the drop
in these stocks is more than offset by the increase in the volumeof goods being manipulated. And finally the drop in stocks of
goods 'between stages', when it occurs, is always offset in some
degree by the increase in goods 'within stages'. It is reasonable to
conclude, therefore, that while goods in process in some indus-
tries may move Counter to production for a short interval, a sus-
tained expansion of output in any industry will normally require
an increase of goods in process.

2 Goods in Process in Continuous and Discontinuous Industries
As the preceding section indicated, the degree of probability weattach to the hypothesis that goods in process and manufacturing
output move together in business cycles depends in part upon theproportion of all goods in process held in industries where it iseither technically necessary or highly convenient to maintain afairly constant relation between partly fabricated stocks and therate of activity. We call these 'COfltjflU0U' industries. Others wecall 'discontinuous' industries.

The 'proportions of goods in process in these two categories ofmanufacturing can be roughly estimated. The basic data are theratios of goods in process to total inventories for individual indus-tries in the augmented Federal Trade Commission sample (see Ch.7 and App. C). The industries were first classified as continuous,
2 This statement assumes that aside from surplus stocks of partly fabricatedgoods, the relation of goods in process to production is the same in the indus-tries Compared.
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discontinuous, or mixed (App. D). They were classified as con-
timious if their manufacturing operations make it either technical-
ly impossible or highly inconvenient to store surplus stocks of partly
fabricated goods, or if the industry is a one-process industry. An
example of the fiM type is the steel works and rolling mills indus-
tiy; the second type is exemplified by the rayon industry and the
dyeing and finishing of textiles. Industries were classified as dis-
continuous if several processes are involved and there seems no
urgent necessity for completing all without interruption; for ex-
ample, the furniture industry. Finally, in some industries, such as
cotton textiles, some firms perform only a single process whereas
others combine several processes and may keep semifabricated
stocks at each stage. Such industries were classified as mixed.

For each category we computed an average ratio of goods in
process to total inventories by weighting the ratio of goods in
process to total stocks in each industry by the census value of total
stocks held. Next, each census industry was similarly classified
(App. D), and the value of total inventories held in continuous,
discontinuous, and mixed industries computed. Finally, to get an
estimate of the value of goods in process held by each category
the average ratio of goods in process to total inventories in each
was applied to the value of total inventories in its category esti-
mated from census data. Calculations were confined to i for
which the FTC sample is somewhat more satisfactory than for
1938 (Table 41).

Roughly one-half of all inventories are held by continuous
process industries. A quarter are held by mixed industries and
only a slightly higher proportion of all inventories are held by in-
dustries following predominantly discontinuous processes.

As might be expected the ratio of goods in process to total in-
ventories in continuous industries is lower than that in mixed in-
dustries, and the ratio in the latter is lower than in discontinuous
industries. Continuous industries either cover only one stage in
fabrication or when they cover more than one stage do not hold
surplus stocks between stages. Discontinuous industries involve
two or more stages and can hold surplus stocks between stages.
Hence their goods in process tend to be more important relative
to total stocks. In consequence at the end of 1939 discontinuous
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'Census of Manufactures, 1939. See Table 39, note. The distribution of in-
dustries by categories is shown in App. D.
bPcrcentages estimated from augmented FTC sample (App. C). Ratios for
individual industries weighted by inventories to get average for category.Average for total manufacturing computed by using weights from colunm

;cf. Table 40.

industries appear to have held about the same quantity of goods
in process, something over 36 percent, as continuous industries,
nearly 38 percent. If inventories in the mixed industries are di-
vided about evenly between the two main classes, we may say
that about half of all goods in process is held in each.

Like so many findings in this difficult field this one too is sub-ject to a considerable margin of error. The classification of indus-tries is often arbitrary; the sample from which we judge the im-portance of goods in process is inadequate; the information isfor a single year. It is a calculation that should be checked as soonas better data are available.
If something like half of all goods in process belong to firms

Some small degree of assurance about the representative character of the aug-mented FTC sample upon which these estimates are based is gained by com-paring the average ratio of goods in process to total manufacturing stocks ascalculated in Tables 40 and 41. The two ratios are remarkably similar, 20.6and 20.9 percent. In the first, the ratios for each industry in the sample areweighted simply by the total stocks of the sample industries as shown by theCensus. In the second, weighted averages for the three categories of industriesare combined in a weighted average; the weights arc the census totals of stocksin the three categories. Aside from the possibility of offsetting errors, the tworesults would not be similar unless the relative importance of industries of thethree types is about the same in the sample as in manufacturing at large. Thedistribution is, in fact, very similar; see App. D.

*V. RATIO:
GOODS IN

PROCESS TO 000DS IN PROCESS
TOTAL TOTAL

srocKs STOCKSb Est. Value Distri-
($ miL) (%) ($mil.) butjo(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

z Continuous
2 Discontinuous

4721
2672

i6.z
27.3

760
729

37.7
36.1

3 Mixed 2239 23.6 528 26.2
4 Total mfg. 9632 20.9 2017 100.0
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TABLE 41

Goods in Process, Continuous, Discontinuous, and
Mixed Industries, December 31, 1939
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in continuous industrics (and in continuous branches of mixed
industries), our conclusion that stocks of goods in process as a
whole vary positively with output is reenforced. Within the con-
tinuous branches, we may expect the relation between produc-
tion and the volume of goods in process to be quite rigid. In
other manufacturing industries, the relation need not be rigid;
yet even here there is a bias in favor of a positive relation between
production and goods in process. For only surplus stocks between
stages can move inversely to output. The stocks within the vari-
ous stages of discontinuous industries must still move together
with activity in their respective stages. Since activity in these
stages is closely bound together, so must output and goods in
process within the various stages. Finally, it must be remembered
that surplus stocks between stages need not move inversely to out-
put; they only may do so. We may conclude, therefore, that there
is, in fact, a very powerful set of forces impelling goods in proc-
ess, as here defined, to move together with output in manufac-
turing as a whole.

3 Timing Relative to Turns in Output
In a general way it is clear that when production is relatively
high, the quantity of goods in process will also be high. But when
will stocks of goods in process reach their peaks as compared with
production? An answer can be given for continuous industries, that
is, for industries in which goods remain in a partly fabricated
state for a specified interval that does not change. And our con-
clusions will apply as well to the relation between goods in proc-
ess within any stage of a discontinuous industry and activity at
that stage.

As a first step we must assign a more precise meaning to the
term, goods in process. To this end we define 'output' as the num-
ber of physical units of a commodity that reach a finished state
during a given period. We define 'input' as the number of units
of potential output on which fabrication begins during a given
period. Now let us suppose that in a certain continuous industry,
c days elapse between the time goods are put into process and the
time they emerge in finished form. This interval we shall call the
production period. Suppose further that for each unit of poten-
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Assumptions: Production period is 4 days
Cost of fabrication, including materials, is constant at $10 perday per unit

INPUT IN IALCE AFIAINFO BY INDICATID INPUT Al END 01 SPECIFIED DAYSPHYSICAL
DAY t\ITS 3 ; 6

I 100 500 1500 2500 3500 4000
2 100 500 1500 2300 3300 40003 100 500 1500 2500 F00 40004 100

100
500 1300 2504) 300 40005

6 too 500 1500 2500 3500 4000
7 100 500 Ioo 5500 3500 4000
8 100 300 1500 *500 3500
9 100 500 1500 2500

50 100 500 1500
500

To(*J v*Iuc 500 2000 4500 S000 j000 i 000 ia000 15000 IEOOO 12000
Minu, Snished goods ............ 4000 4000 4000 .000 4000 4000
Goods ID proccs 500 20450 4500 S000 S000 000 S000 8o 8000 5000
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tial output b1 dollars are expended in fabricating costs (raw ma.
terials, labor, etc.) during the first day, b2 dollars during the sec-
ond day, and so on. Then if a units of input are gradually fed
into the fabricating process during the first full day of Processing,

this batch will attain a value of !by the end of the first day,
since the average unit will have received half of a full day's proc.
casing. By the end of the second day, the value of the batch will

have grown to ab1 + 2,
Its value will be ab1 ± ab2 + at the

end of the third day, and abi + ab2 + ab3 +.. . at the end of
a production period. In other words, the total stock of goods in
process on a given day equals the sum of the value to which the
input c days before has grown and the value to which input c -
days before has grown, and so on, the total being the sum of the
values to which inputs made during an entirc production period
have grown by the given day.

These relations may be illustrated by an arithmetical example,
Consider an industry in which $10 of costs, including costs of raw
materials, are incurred for each unit of input per day and in which
the production period is four days. Let input be constant at xoo
units per day. The value of goods in process at the end of Successive
days is shown in Examplei.

EXAMPLE I
Value of Goods in Process when Input and Output arc Constant



When input is constant, the value of goods in process reachcs a
ma,dinum at the end of one production period and thereafter re-
mains at the same level. The values in the table are, of course, cal-
culated according to the formula set forth above. When a and b
have constant values of ioo and $io respectively the batch fed in-

to process during the first day has a value of or $500 at the end

of the first day. At the end of the second day, its value is ab + or

$i,00; and so on. At the end of the fourth day, the value of the
first batch is $3,500; this sum plus the values attained by units fed
into the process of fabrication on later days is the total value of
goods in process, $8,000.

Now provided cycles in input proceed smoothly from trough to
peak, the cyclical turns of goods in process cannot lead the turns in
the rate of input in industries of the type in question, although
they may occur at the same time. They may lag behind the turns
in input, but the lag cannot exceed one production period. Fur-
thermore, since it is sell-evident that for industries of the type in
question output must reach its peaks and troughs exactly one pro-
duction period after input reaches its peaks and troughs, the above
statements imply that the cyclical turns of goods in process cannot
lg behind those of output though they may be synchronous. Goods
in process may turn before output but the lead cannot exceed one
production period.

The validity of these statements may be seen from the fact that
the value of goods in process on a given day depends upon the
number of units fed into fabrication on each day of the production
period ending with the day in question. Now if the rate of input
increases steadily from its trough to its peak, the inputs made on
each day from the first to the last of a production period ending
with a peak of input must exceed the inputs made on the corre-
sponding days of any production period ending before input
reaches its peak. Consequently, when the rate of input reaches its
peak the goods in process must have a higher value than on earlier
days during the expansion. Hence the peak of goods in process can-
not precede the peak of input.

Goods in process may, however, lag behind input on both the

167GOODS IN PROCESS
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production period and the daily costs of fabrication per unit arethe same as in Example i, but input rises and falls in a symmetncalpattern about a cyclical peak. Although the pattern is symmetricalabout the peak and the rate at which fabricating costs are appliedis uniform throughout the production period, goods in processreach a peak two days later than input. This occurs for two reasons.The first may be illustrated by comparing goods in process at theend of the fifth day, when input reached its peak, and at the endof the eighth day. In both cases, goods in process result from pre-vious inputs of the same number of units. But the order of the in-puts is reversed. When input is at its peak, the small inputs precedethe large. After the peak, the opposite is true. The difference be-tween the two cases then lies in the fact that in the earlier it is thesmall inputs that have grown to their maximum values; in thelater, it is the large inputs. The second reason is illustrated by coin-paring goods in process at the end of the fifth day, when input isat its peak, with goods in process at the end of the sixth day. Not

per unit
INPUT IN
PHYSICAL

DAY UNITS 1

450
2 500
3 lb
4 ISO
5 530
6 120
7 150
8 '00
9 90

Total value

Minus finishcd goods
Goo(b in process

VALUE ATTAINED BY INDICATED INII3T AT YND 0)' SI'LCIFIED DAYS

1 5 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 121350 2230 3150 5600
500 1500 2500 3500 4000550 i6o 2750 8o 4400

600 1800 5000 4200 4800
650 1Q50 3*50 4350 5200

600 1800 3000 4*00 4500
550 i6o *750 3850 4400

500 150 2500 00 4000
450 1350 2230 5150

7900 12500 15400 4*00 54500 14100
5600 4000 4400 1800 5200

goo 8700 9400 g800 9700 8goo

13

3600
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upswing and downswing and, indeed, are likely to do so, but the
lag cannot be longer than one production period. That they are
likely to lag can easily be seen by considering a second arithmetical
example Example 2 is concerned with an industry in which the

EXAMPI2 2
Value of Goods in Process when Input Varies

Symmetrically about a Cyclical Peak
Assumptions: Production period is , days

Cost of fabrication1 including materials1 is constant at $10 per day
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only do the relatively large inputs come somewhat earlier in the
latter case, but they are somewhat larger.4

The lag of goods in process behind input tends to be longer the
more slowly input declines after the peak and the more rapidly
input rises before the peak (Example 3, Parts A and B). In both
parts production costs are applied at the same rate as in the pre-

EXAMPLE 3
Value of Goods in Process when Input Varies

Asymmetrically about a Cyclical Peak
Assumptions: Production period is 4 days

Cost of fabrication, including raw materials, is constant at $io
per day per unit

INPUT IN VALUE A1TAINED BY INDICAIEI) INPUT AT ENO 01 SPICIPIED DAYS
PHYSICAL

DAY UNITS 1 2 4 5 6 7 8
PAILT A

i go 450 1550 2251) 3150 3600
2 0)0 500 1500 2500 5500 4000
3 ISO 550 1650 2750 3850 4400
4 ItO 600 1800 3000 4200 4800

io 6o 1950 3250 4550 5200
6 129 645 '955 3225 4515
7 128 640 1920 3200
8 127 1905
9 i26 6o

Total value
Minus fInilhcd goods
Goods in process

7900 12300 13445 14425 15130 15450

3600 4000 4400 4800 5100

7900 8700 9435 10025 10330 20250

PABT B
1 40 200 600 1000 1400 1600
2 50 250 750 1250 1750 2000
3 70 350 1050 1750 2430 2800
4 100 500 1500 2500 5500 4000
5 io 6o 19O 3250 .1550 5200
6 120 (MID I800 3000 4200
7 110 550 i6o 2750
8 100 500 1500
9 90 450

Totalvalue 4200 7250 SW) 11900 13700 14100

Minus finished goods itoo 4)OO 2800 4000 5200

Goods in p1CC3 4200 6o 7500 911)0 9700 8900

4Arthur F. Burns suggests that the same point may be made more forcefully
if we consider that goods in process bear the same relation to input as a
weighted moving total (plotted at the end of the moving period) does to an
original series. If the original data vary in symmetrical cycles, the maxima and
minima of a moving total will lag behind those in the original data even if the
items in the total are unweighted. If weights of diminishing order arc applied,
as in our problem (that is, the latest input is given the smallest weight), th
tendency to lag is even more pronounced.
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ceding examples, but in Part A input declines more slowly after
the peak, although it rises before the peak at the same rate as in
Example 2. The peak of goods in process comes a day later than
in F.ample 2, a difference that can be due only to the relatively
slow decline of input after the peak. In Example 3, Part B, thesame result emerges because input rises more rapidly before thepeak than it does in Example 2, although it declines at the samerate.

The lag of goods in process behind input tends to be longer alsoif production costs are applied more heavily in thelater stages thanin the earlier stages. In Example 4, as in Example 2, it is assumed

EXAMPLE 4
Value of Goods in Process when Input Varies Sysnmetrjcajj>.

about a Cyclical Peak
Effect of Non-unifoi-m Application of Fabricating Costs

Assumptions: Production period IS 4 days
Costs per unit of input are $ on first day; $8 on second day;$io on third day; $'8 on fourth day.

1?jptjr 1 VALLE ATtAINED l INDICATED INPUT AT END OP 5PECIFIj DyPHYSIcAL
DAY UNflS * 3 4 6 81 90 180 720 1530 2790 6002 100 200 Soo 1700 3100 40003 110 220 88o 1870 3410 44004 1*0

*40 960 2040 5720 48005 130
260 1040 2210 4030 510S

6 ISO
240 960 2040 3720

7 no
sto 860 1870

8 ,00
200 800

9 90
TotaJ,j00

5610 9790 '0730 '1510 11950 11770Minus goods
3600 4000 4400 4800Coodsjnp

6,o 6190 6730 7110 7550 6370

that a unit of goods put into process reaches a value of $40 when itis finished; but unlike Example 2 in which a unit grows $ to eachday, in Example 4 a unit grows $4 the first day, $8 the second, $10the third, and $ 8 the fourth. In both examples the pattern of theinput rate is the same. In Example 4 the peak of goods in processcomes later than in Example 2.
The length of the lag of goods in process behind input dependsthen upon the pattern of the input rate and Upon the pattern ac-cording to which the costs of fabrication, including raw materials
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costs, are incurred during the production period. But no matter
what assumptions are made about these two variables, the lag can-
not be longer than a single production period because, barring
random fluctuations, the inputs of the production period that be-
gins with the peak of input must exceed those of any production
period beginning later.

Finally, since output must lag behind input by exactly one pro-
duction period, the discussion above serves to make clear also the
relation between goods in process and output. Stocks of goods in
process cannot lag behind output. They are likely to lead, but the
lead cannot be longer than one production period.

These conclusions, of course, apply strictly only to goods in
process in continuous industries. In other industries the timing re-
lation may well be different; in extreme cases stocks of goods in
process and output may move in opposite directions. It seems justi-
fiable, however, to think that for goods in process as a whole, the
argument set forth above has a fairly high degree of relevance. Al-
though short lags are possible, goods in process and output are
likely to move together, with some tendency for the former to lead.

4 Length of the Production Period
These timing relations indicate the desirability of estimating the
average length of the production period in manufacturing indus-
tries. Consider a period in which output, measured in terms of
cost,5 is steady at z dollars per day, and assume that goods in proc-
ess, p, increase in value at a steady absolute rate from o to their
cost as finished output during a production period of c days.

The goods put into process during any given day, then, have a

value which is equal to - by the end of the day, that is, they will

have had on the average one-half day's processing. At the end of
the second day, they will, on the average, have received one and

one- half days' processing and will be worth .
At the end of the

third day, this value will be , and at the end of the ctk day,
p.I

Cost in this context should include only such items as are usually entered
into the accounts in establishing the cost of the inventory of finished goods.
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c- i ) Z
Now since stocks of goods in process on any day equal the2C

sum of the values of goods at each successive stage of production,
the value of goods in process on a given day equals the sum of

c2z czquantities similar to those above: p = =
2C 2

That is, on the assumption of a steady rate of production and a
steady growth of value in fabrication from zero to total cost, the
value of goods in process equals one-half the output (at cost) dur-
ing a production period.

From this we can determine the number of days in a production
period: c =

z
Under these assumptions the number of days in a production
period equals the number required for daily output (at cost) to
cumulate to a sum as large as twice the value of goods in process.The factois in this equation may be roughly evaluated. Approxi.mations to the value of goods in process were presented in Chap-ter 7. From the Department of Commerce estimates we computethe average value of goods in process held by all manufacturersduring 1939 to be $1.69 billion. For the same year, we can find anapproximate figure for the value of output at inventory cost. In-ventory cost, of course, is a concept of uncertain definition (seeApp. A). For our purposes we may estimate its magnitude crudelyby adding (i) the gross cost of raw materials, fuel and energyused by manufacturers, (2) wages andsalaries, and (3) one-half thesum of overhead expenses and profits.6 The Census of Manufac-tures puts this figure at $49.35 billion in The average dailyrate of output at inventory cost was, consequently, $135 million.We therefore have: p $1,69o,000,00 and z $135,000,000The number of days in the average production period in manu-

facturing establishjnents (?P)

6 Wages of nonmanufactui.ing employees of manufacturing firms and salariesof officers are here included among overhead epenseqA minor error in this figure and in those that follow derives from the factthat output was growing during '939. Since goods in proces, probably leadoutput by a few weeks, the average level of goods in process was probably a
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This estimate of 25 days is, of course, calculated from crude fig-

ures and upon arbitrary assumptions. As regards assumptions, it

should be remembered that our definition of inventory cost of out-

put is rough. But the limits of error from this source can be stated.

A maximum value for output at inventory cost would be gotten if

we assumed that, while profits are never charged to the cost of

goods sold, all overhead costs are. The relevant cost of output in

'939 would then be some $52.16 billion (census value of product
excluding contract work, $56.25 billion, minus net profit before

taxes of manufacturing firms as estimated by the Department of

Commerce, $4°9 billion) instead of $49.35 billion. The value of

output at cost would be a minimum if we assumed that no part of

either overhead costs or of profits is charged to the cost of goods

sold. The value of output at cost would then he $tiat billion.

These alternative values may be used to establish lower and upper

limits for the average length of the production process in individual

manufacturing establishments: lower limit, 23.6 days; upper limit,

29.! days.
The estimate is subject to a second qualification. It is made

upon the assumption that within each manufacturing establish-

ment, the fabricating process is such that goods grow in value at

an even rate per unit of time from zero to their full cost when

ready for sale. Whether this is a fairly good approximation to the

truth or whether fabricating processes are on the whole such that

the major part of fabrication costs (including the cost of raw ma-

terials consumed) is incurred early in the process, or whether the

reverse is true, we do not know. If costs are applied relatively early,

the value of goods in process required to sustain a given rate of

output will be relatively high; conversely, if costs are sustained rela-

tively late, the value of goods in process required will be relatively

small. Given the cost of output and the value of goods in process,

therefore, early application of costs means a shorter production

period; late application means a longer production period.
An extreme case may indicate the bounds to which varying as-

little higher relative to output than it would be during a year when output

was constant. This would tend to make our estimates of the production period

somewhat too high.

-

.
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sumptions about the pattern of the application of costs can drive
our estimates. Assume that all purchased raw materials are fed in-
to process at the very beginning, then manipulated without further
addition of materials during a number of days equal to a produc-
tion period. This amounts to assuming a very heavy skew in the
application of costs toward the beginning of the production proc-
ess. The elements of the problem in this case are:

a = value of raw materials fed into process per day
b fabricating cost per dollar of raw material input
c = number of days in the production period
p = value of goods in process.

The raw materials fed into process on a given day will on the
averagcbeworth a+-at the end of the first day, a+ at

(2C-1 )abthe end of the second day, and a + at the end of the last2C
day. The sum of these quantities for a number of days equal to the
average production period is the value of goods in process. If the
rate of input and fabrication is constant:

c2abPca+-
2C

cabca + --
2

That is, the value of goods in process equals the sum of the rawmaterial input plus one-half the value added to raw materials dur-
ing a production period. The length of the production period thus
indicated is: c = 2a+ab

These factors, too, may be evaluated by use of previously derivedfigures and additional census data:
p $i,6go,000,00 value of goods in processa $82,900,000 average cost of raw materials consumed per dayb $0.63 i fabricating cost per dollar of raw material input =(cost of fuel and energy plus wages and salaries of manufacturingemployees plus one-half the sum of overhead costs and profits)cost of raw materials and supplies.
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Substituting these values in thc last cquation, we get 15.5 days as
the average production period in manufacturing establishments.
This figure, of course, is only an extreme limit of the range of pos-
sible estimates. The true value is certainly higher since some raw
materials or supplies are consumed at every stage in the production
process.

These computations make it possible to put the argument of
earlier sections in quantitative terms. In continuous industries, the
stock of goods in process cannot lag behind output. Goods in proc-
ess may lead output but the lead cannot be longer than one pro-
duction period; it is likely to be somewhat shorter. For such indus-
tries, therefore, the lead cannot be longer than about a month at
the most and is probably shorter.

As we have noted, however, in discontinuous industries, stocks
of partly fabricated goods are not likely to turn as early, relative to
output, as in continuous industries. In discontinuous industries,
they may even lag behind output, though for reasons advanced in
Section 3, the lags, if any, are likely to be short. We conclude,
therefore, that aggregate stocks of goods in process tend to rise and
fall almost synchronously with output. The lead that certainly
characterizes goods in process in continuous industries and goods
'within stages' in other industries is no longer than a month at
most, and is likely to be shorter. This diminutive lead may be
further reduced by the offsetting behavior of goods 'between
stages' in discontinuous industries.

5 Total Stocks of Goods in Process, Total Output, and
Business Cycles

The foregoing analysis and the conclusions to which it leads apply
directly to the relation between output and stocks of goods in proc-
ess in individual industries. Subject to one qualification, they apply
also to the relation between the total output of manufacturing in-
dustries and total stocks of goods in process.

No qualification would be necessary if total output were meas-
ured by aggregating the outputs of individual industries each
weighted according to the value of goods in process held per unit
of output in some base period. Total output, however, is usually
measured by adding the outputs of individual industries each
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weighted by 'value added' per unit of output, that is, by the ex-
penses incurred in processing a unit of goods in a given industry.
This is the appropriate measure for our purposes. The nub of the
problem, therefore, is whether total output, as measured by the
value added method, has cycles that tend to lead or lag behind
those that would be found in an output index constructed with
goods in process weights.

The two methods would, of course, never yield completely iden-
tical results. But whether the differences would often be substan-
tial for our purposes depends upon the answers to two questions:
(a) Does the relative importance of value added per unit of output

in various industries differ substantially from the relative impor-
tance of goods in process per unit of output? (b) Is there a marked
correlation between the cyclical timing of output cycles in various
industries and the relative importance of either value added or
goods in process per unit? If the answer to both questions were af-
firmative, the virtually synchronous relation between cycles of
goods in process and output, which undoubtedly exists in indi-
vidual industries, would not hold for all industries taken together.
Stocks of goods in process might either lead or lag behind output
by a substantial interval. For example, if industries in which value
added per unit is relatively high tended to turn early, and if thevalue of goods in process per unit in these industries were no higherthan in others, total output, as usually measured, would tend toturn before total output computed by using goods in process
weights. Consequently, total stocks of goods in process would tendto lag behind a standard index of total output. On the other hand,if the answer to either question were negative, the cyclical timingof total output as usually measured would be substantially the sameas that exhibited by an output index computed by using goods inprocess weights.

These questions cannot be answered now because we do nothave enough information about the value of goods in process byindustry. In further argument in this book, I shall disregard thedifficulty and assume that total stocks of goods in process rise andfall at about the same time as total output. It seems unlikely thataggregation will produce large differences in timing where these



do not exist industry by industry. But the reader should remember
that this is not certain.

Subject to the same proviso, we can describe the behavior of
goods in process during business cycles. Total manufacturing out-
put tends to reach its peaks and troughs at about the same time as
business cycles.8 If goods in process rise and fall ahnost synchro-
nously with total output, they must also with business at large.

During the cycles of the interwar period, the FRB index of manufacturing
production turned before the National Bureau monthly reference dates four
times; it turned later three times, and in the same month four times. The av-
erage lead was i. months.
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